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“When Canada legalized cannabis, there was a lot of uncertainty
about how these new retailers were going to fit within our
community. Social procurement became a means to have a
conversation and set expectations about how they were going to
support our values. It has really allowed us to capitalize on this new
industry both economically and socially.”

RETAIL SALES OF
CANNABIS
Cumberland is an incorporated
village municipality on the east coast
of Vancouver Island, within the
Comox Valley. According to the 2016
Census, the Village has a population
of 3,753.
Following the legalization of the use
and sale of non-medicinal cannabis
in Canada, the Village wanted to
create a plan to manage permitting
and retail sales in the community.
During this process the Village
identified an innovative way to
utilize its social procurement policy
and framework as a means to hold
potential retailers accountable for
advancement of the local economy
and mitigation of community
impacts around the introduction of
non-medicinal cannabis sales and
usage.
In order to manage the introduction
of cannabis retail, the Village
created a Temporary Use Permit
(TUP) system that would allow
retailers to demonstrate their
commitments to responsible retail
over a 3-year probation period. The
Village incorporated social
procurement considerations into the
permitting process to create
opportunities for open and honest
conversation and accountability for
retailers by including a series of
community values that could be
evaluated over the duration of the
TUP period.
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By making social procurement criteria a key
component of the evaluation and selection
process, the Village was able to assess
respondents’ ability to demonstrate their
commitments to incorporating social value into
their proposed operations.
The Village was able to use this criteria to
evaluate both retailers’ business operations and
commitments to social and community values, a
flexibility not otherwise available through
regular business licensing. This evaluation could
then be taken into consideration by Council in
deciding whether to provide an opportunity for
the retailer to sell non-medicinal cannabis in
the community on a longer-term basis.

SOCIAL PROCUREMENT
IN POLICY
In 2019, the Village of Cumberland became the first municipality in Canada to
implement a social procurement policy and accompanying framework to leverage
public spending and achieve additional social value outcomes through its
competitive bid and other purchasing activities. The Village’s social procurement
framework includes four guiding pillars:
The procurement process will continue to meet all the principles of fairness,
integrity, accountability and transparency, while also screening for
transformational opportunities to improve social outcomes.
The procurement framework evaluates quality, price, environmental, and social.
The framework imposes a duty on the public sector buyer to consider how the
purchase might be better leveraged, to improve the economic, social or
environmental wellbeing of Cumberland.
Village procurement will continue to be compliant with the obligations set out
in both Domestic and International trade agreements.

"We really like social
procurement as part of
our community brand.
People who come here
know that our values are
really important to us and
Social procurement allows
us to build on that, We’ve
seen this manifest into
the Improvement and the
betterment of local
business and industry,
who have become much
more aligned with social
procurement. Now they
are seizing these
opportunities because
they see the value in it as
well. For us, it's good
economics and good
community.”
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PROCUREMENT PROCESS
In order to consider applications for the new TUPs for cannabis retail, the Village
issued a Request for Proposals (RFP) which evaluated responses against four
point-rated selection criteria:
Experience and qualifications
Quality of proposal
Reputation and feedback from references
Social procurement

A higher-than-normal weighting of 50 out of 100 overall points was assigned to
social procurement. Through this higher weighting, the Village wanted to use social
procurement as a tiebreaker for equally qualified respondents in terms of the other
criteria and set important expectations before applying for a retail license from the
Provincial Government. This heavier focus on social procurement in the evaluation
process also encouraged respondents to include social, environmental, and
economic considerations within their business operating plans.
As part of their submission, respondents were encouraged to identify how they
could contribute to the key social, employment and economic goals outlined in the
Village’s Social Procurement Framework:
Contribute to a stronger local economy
Promote the Living Wage and fair employment practices
Increase the number of local jobs that support young working families
Increase social inclusion by improving contract access for equity-seeking groups
such as social enterprises
Increase training and apprenticeship opportunities
Enhance community arts and culture infrastructure
Improve and enhance public spaces
Help move people out of poverty, providing increased independence and
sustainable employment for those in need.
Improve opportunities for meaningful independence and community inclusion
for citizens living with disabilities
Stimulate an entrepreneurial culture of social innovation.
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OUTCOMES
By including social procurement in the TUP process for cannabis retail
the Village was able to ensure that respondents not only met the
economic, experience, and quality requirements for operating a
business but also important social and employment goals. Using social
procurement criteria provided a means for monitoring the new retailers’
operations and progress, and the Village was able to capitalize on the
economic opportunity of a new retail sector and also to ensure that
local employment, the payment of living wages and other community
benefits were realized.
To date, the retailers who were awarded TUPs have been performing
well both socially and economically. Including the social procurement
criteria upfront allowed them to clearly understand expectations and
associated opportunities. Not only have these retailers fulfilled their
commitment to hiring local workers and paying living wages, but they
have also contracted with other local businesses in the community for
professional services, engaged with local schools and contributed to
local non-profit and community organizations.
By utilizing opportunities available through social procurement, the
Village’s TUP process has proved to be both an economic and social
success for the community. For example, while other stores in the
downtown area have struggled with staffing issues, this has not been
the case for cannabis retailers because of their commitment to pay
living wages. The community continues to see a positive economic and
social impact from this new retail sector.

“We saw this manifestation with the social
procurement aspects of this project going
from just being “what extra can you give us”
to “what kind of corporate and community
citizen are you going to be? We’ve had great
success with it in our retail cannabis stores.”
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LESSONS LEARNED
Having a space for conversations between local governments and suppliers is
important because respondents might not initially understand what criteria fit
under social procurement. Providing an open communication forum will help them
create better quality responses.

“Suppliers contact me to me
ask how to respond to social
value criteria in our tenders
and I give them insights into
the types of outcomes we are
looking for. This also helps
them to uncover what they
had already been doing but
were not aware of. These
opportunities for conversation
between the Village and the
people bidding on our tenders
are important if we want to
receive good quality
submissions.”
Creating a reporting and measurement system that requires contracted suppliers to
share data related to their commitments to social value outcomes is important:
It allows the purchaser to quantify the positive community impacts and adjust
things that might not be working as well as they could be.
It helps the local government, the business, and the community to celebrate
successes and show the benefits of the additional things they are asking for
when adding social procurement criteria to a tender document.

“We need to collect data to show how suppliers are
succeeding with social procurement because it can be really
important for their brand. Many local companies are now
figuring out that social procurement can be good for their
bottom line as it has helped them to be successful in getting
additional work in neighbouring municipalities.”
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